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Abstract 

According to our research study, National Crime Records Office, the total number of 

rape cases in India was a staggering 228651 and Delhi, 5244 of them accounted for 

national capital, and a total of 24192 cases were reported in 2011, according to the 

Ministry of Home Affairs. Because of its social stigma, Rape is notoriously under 

reported crime. In India, a female is raped every 21 minutes and in Delhi every 18 

hours. For the whole globe, it's shameful. The main reason behind such shocking 

statistics is the society that prejudices the girl's baby, absence of adequate police, 

ineffective legislation, etc.We are designing and creating this project by watching such 

bad condition of women safety in the globe. The technology used in this project has the 

ability to assist the female. We are developing a device in this project that can be used 

by women in emergency cases as it can send data to family members and nearby police 

station. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In today's world, women's safety has become a major issue because at any given time 

they can't leave their homes owing to physical / sexual abuse and fear of violence[1]. 

Even in the 21st century, where technology is increasing quickly and new gadgets have 

been created, but females and girls still face issues. Even today in India, females cannot 

move in different locations at night and even in crowded locations every day hundreds 

and thousands of physical / sexual abuse events happen to women[2].The 
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devicedescribed here is a self-defense mechanism intended to assist females in trouble to 

safeguard themselves[3]. This device can be connected to the girl's sandals and the panic 

button connected to the belt in a bag, belt or fitted. The endangered woman can turn the 

system on by pressing the emergency button on the belt or tilting her sandal[4]. It is a 

device that is simple and easy to perform with a broad range of functions and 

characteristics[5].The device will also send an emergency signal via RF technology to the 

closest police station with location data to assist the police reach the region instantly and 

provide assistance[6]. In this project, we are developing a device that women can carry 

every moment and they can use it to warn neighbors in emergency cases, send data to 

family members and neighboring police station[7]. This instrument is also intended to 

produce waves of shock to attack the enemy[8]. 

 

RESULTS 

The device provides a one touch for activation.As a result, Buzzer, Shock Generator, 

Hidden Camera is activated and Police Station and a family member are alerted. This 

demonstrates to be a security and defense tool. This device plays a vital role regarding 

women safety by providing a safe environment in all situations such as; (physical 

threatened, stalked, detecting hidden camera,robbery, harassed). We develop real time 

based application and a device, to solve the problems. The device is also used as small 

wearable device such as; lipstick, watch etc. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Our primary objective of this project is to make sure that every female in our community 

is safe and secure.We use GSM and GPS modem interfacing in ATMEL, AT89C51 

processor. We program for the two predicted places, i.e. the women's side and the place 

of the police station, using Embedded C language. The emergency alert message captures 

the police station side's attention by combining IR and RF. The work of GSM is based on 

the instructions of AT command. We also need to be careful about the privacy and safety 

problems faced by consumers. 
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